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AUTOMATIC SWITCHING SYSTEM FOR 
PROPELLED CARRIERS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It has been proposed to increase the traffic carrying 
capacity of propelled carriers by moving the same at 
selected speeds; such carriers being loaded with either 
cargo or passengers. Such a system allows for the carri 
ers to be disposed in closely spaced relation during 
their movements. Since provision must be made‘ for 
switching selected carriers from the main line to spur 
lines extending from the main line or to way stations 
offset from the main line, switching means has been 
suggested which allows for switching the selected car~ 
rier to the spur line with little ‘change in normal operat 
ing speed, as set forth in copending appl. Ser. No. 
754,379, ?led Aug. 21, 1968 now US. Pat. No. 
3,521,569. , 

The switching system of the aforesaid copending ap 
plication is based on carriers having main line wheels 
and switching wheels, together with means for selec 
tively activating the main line wheels and the switching 
wheels to effect the switching operation. The activating 
means includes motor means for pivoting a rocker arm 

on which the main line and switching wheels are 
mounted, to bring the selected wheels into engagement 
with the corresponding track. 
Such a system involves a shifting of the load of the 

carrier, as one set of wheels is moved from an operative 
position to its inoperative position, while simulta 
neously, the other set of wheels is moved from an inop 
erative position to its operative position. It follows that 
the motor means must have a substantial capacity for 
executing‘these operations, since the load of the carrier 
is directly involved in the operations. 
Accordingly, an object of this invention is to provide 

an improved automatic switching system for propelled 
carriers, wherein the switching operation is actuated 
primarily by the forward movement of the propelled 
carrier at the switching point. ‘ 
Another object of this invention is to provide a 

switching system of the character described,‘ wherein 
switching rails extending from main line rails at a 
switching point, are of a construction to cooperate with 
movable switching wheels on the carrier in their opera 
tive position, to effect progressive engagement of the 
switching wheels with the switching rails and concur 
rent disengagement of the main line wheels of the car 
rier from the main line rails, as a consequence of the 
forward movement of the carrier. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a sys 

tem of the character described, wherein the switching 
wheels on the carrier are arranged for movement be 
tween a raised, inoperative position and a lowered 0p 
erative position, the switching wheels in their lowered 
position being at an operating level below the operating 
level of the main line wheels. ' 

Still another object of this invention is to provide in 
a system of the character described, a set of switching 
rails laterally related to main line rails and having an 
initial, ramp portion inclined forwardly and upwardly 
and adapted to be engaged by the switching wheels 
lowered to their operative position in advance of the 
approach of the carrier to the switching point, whereby 
the continued forward movement of the carrier will 
cause a progressive lifting of the carrier as the switch 
ing wheels move over the ramp portion of the switching 
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2 
rails, and concurrent disengagement of the main line 
wheels and the main line rails. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide in 
a switching system of the character described, carrier 
means having main line wheels mounted in a ?xed posi 
tion relative thereto, and switching wheels laterally re 
lated to the main line wheels and mounted for move 
ment between a raised inoperative position and a low 
ered operative position; the switching wheels in their 
operative position having their lowermost rail engaging 
portion below the lowermost rail engaging portion of 
the main line wheels. 
Yet a further object of this invention is to provide in 

a switching system of the character described, the su» 
perelevation of the switching rails at the juncture 
thereof with the main line rails, to improve the switch 
ing operation at the switching juncture. 

Still a further object of this invention is to provide in 
a switchingsystem of the character described, means 
located in advance of the switching point and operable 
to activate the switching ‘wheels to an operative posi~ 
tion thereof; and means located beyond the switching 
point and operable to shift the switching wheels to their 
inoperative position. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide in 
a switching system, main line means for accomodating 
carriers having rubber tired wheels for main line move 
ment and switching wheels for engaging switching rails 
extending from the main line means at the switching 
juncture. ‘ 

Yet a further object of this invention is to provide a 
switching system of the character described, track ar 
rangements including spur line rails extending parallel 
to main line rails, with switching rails connecting the 
spur line rails with the main line rails; switching rails ex 
tending from the main line rails at one juncture point 
and rejoining the main line rails at another juncture 
point; spur line rails extending parallel to the main line 
rails, with switching rails connecting the spur line rails 
with the main line rails, the switching rails also rejoin 
ing the main line rails, whereby a carrier may be 
switched from the main line rails selectively to the spur 
line rails or backjto the main line rails. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a car 

rier switching system which is of a relatively simple 
construction comprising a minimum number of compo~ 
nent parts, reduces power requirements to operate the 
system, minimizes maintenance requirements and pro 
vides for increased efficiency of operation. 
Other objects of this invention will in part be obvious 

and in part hereinafter pointed out. ‘ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic plan view showing the track 
arrangement of a carrier switching system embodying 
the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic elevational view showing the 

elevational relationship of main line rails and switching 
rails at various points along the juncture of the main 
line and switching rails; ‘ 
FIGS. 3-10 are transverse sectional views showing 

the relationship of main line and switching wheels on 
a carrier in respect to main and spur line rails at the 
points 3-3; 4-4; 5——5; 6—6; 7-7; 8-8; 9~9'; and 
10-10, in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 11 is a transverse view, with parts in section, 

showing a carrier with the main line wheels thereof in 
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operative relation to main line rails, while the switching 
wheels are in a raised inoperative relation to the switch 

ing rails; 
FIG. 12 is a top plan view showing the under carriage 

of the carrier; 
FIG. 13 is a side elevational view showing the switch 

ing wheels in their raised position; 
FIG. 14 is a view similar to that of FIG. 13, showing 

the switching wheels in their lowered, operative posi 
tion; 

FIG. 15 is a front elevational view showing cam 
means for actuating the switching wheel moving mech 
anism; 

FIG. 16 is a side elevational view showing the cam 
means located in advance of the switchin rail section; 
FIG. 17 is a side elevational view of cam means lo 

cated immediately beyond the termination of the 
switching rails; 
FIG. 18 is a side elevational view showing the cam 

follower of the switching wheel moving means, in a po 
sition to lower the switching wheels; 
FIG. 19 is a side elevational view showing means for 

retaining the switching wheels in their lowered posi 
tion; 
FIG. 20 is a side elevational view showing the cam 

follower of FIG. 18, in its switching wheel raising posi 
tion; 
FIG. 21 is a side elevational view showing the retain 

ing means of FIG. 19, in its switch wheel raised posi 
tion; 
FIG. 22 is a schematic plan view of a switching sys 

tem embodying the invention and adapted for use with 
carriers having rubber tired main line wheels; 

FIG. 23 is a transverse sectional view thereof; 
,FIG. 24 is a schematic showing of another form of 

switching embodying the invention and involving main 
line rails, spur line rails and switching rails; and 
FIG. 25 is a schematic showing of a switching system 

involving main line rails and switching rails extending 
from and to the main line rails. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

In accordance with the instant invention there is pro 
vided a switching system for propelled carriers, 
wherein the carriers have main line wheels for travers 
ing main line rails and spur line rails having a common 
spacing, and switching wheels for traversing switching 
rails laterally related to main line and spur line rails. 
The main line wheels of the carrier are mounted in 

a ?xed position relative thereto, whereas the switching 
wheels are movably mounted for movement between a 
raised inoperative position and a lowered operative po 
sition. The switching rails are of a construction to ac 
commodate the switching wheels in their lowered, op 
erative position, whereby continued forward move 
ment of the carrier is effective to progressively raise the 
carrier and to disengage the main line wheels from the 
main line rails, the carrier continuing on the switching 
rails via the switching wheels. The carrier is shifted 
back to the main rails or equivalent spur line rails, by 
the terminal form of the switching rails, which is effec 
tive to lower the carrier and the main line wheels 
thereof to reengage the main line rails. 
Thus, as shown in FIG. 1, the switching system of the 

instant invention comprises a main line 10, made up of 
main line rails 11, 12; while a spur line 13 comprises 

40 

4 
rails 14, 15 having a spacing equal to that of main line 
rails 11, 12. A switching section 16, made up of switch 
ing rails 17, 18, interconnects main line 10'and spur 
line 13. ' 

5 The main line 10 is traversed by carriers C, FIGS. 
11-14, which comprise essentially a platform portion 
20 with depending brackets 21 for mounting bearings 
22 which carry shafts 23. Main line wheels 24 are 
mounted on shafts 23,‘ for engagement with main line 

tated by propulsion motors 25' ?xed to a cross member 
26 extending between brackets 21 and which are ener 
gized from a suitable source of electric current such as 
a third rail, not shown. A sprocket chain 27 connects 

5 a sprocket wheel 28 on shaft23 and a sprocket wheel 
29 on the shaft of motor 25. 
Angle members 30 extending along the right of way, 

are engaged by idler rollers 31 on shaft 23, to retain the 
wheels 24 in engagement with rails 11, 12. It is under 
stood that suitable superstructure, not shown, may be 
erected on platform 20 for the proper carriage of pas 
sengers or freight, as desired. 

Carrier C is also provided with switching wheels 32, 
32A, which are engaged for movement between a 
raised inoperative position and a lowered operative po 
sition, FIGS. 13, 14; the switching wheels 32, 32A in 
their operative position having their lowermost rail en 
gaging portion below the lowermost rail engaging por 
tion of the main line wheels 24. ' 
Switching wheels 32, 32A are mounted on shafts 33 

extending between pairs of arms 34, 35. Arms 34 are 
pivoted at their outer ends on brackets 36 depending 
from the underside of platform 20, as at 37. The outer 
ends of arms 35 are pivotally connected to a link 38, as 
at 39; the link 38 in turn being pivotally connected at 
the other end thereof to a second link 38 which is pivot 
ally mounted on a member 39A ?xed to the underside 
of platform 20, as at 40. 
The interpivoted links 38 are pivotally connected to 

arms 41 as at 42, which extend toward each other and 
have their outer ends pivotally connected to opposite 
ends of a toggle plate 43, as at 44, 45. The toggle plate 
43 is ?xed at the center thereof to a rocker shaft 46 
mounted at the opposite ends thereof on drop brackets 
47 ?xed to apron portion 48 of platform 20. 
An arm 49 is ?xed to the outer end of rocker shaft 

46 and carries an outwardly projecting cam follower 
pin 50. Means is provided along the right of way of 
main line rails 11, 12 and in advance of switching rails 
17, 18, for actuating the linkage assembly carrying 
switching wheels 32, 32A to lower the wheels to their 
operative position. 
To this end, cam means generally indicated at 51, is 

located adjacent rail 12 and in advance of the proximal 
ends of switching rails 17, 18 which are disposed out 
wardly of main line rails 11, 12. 
Cam means 51 comprises an upwardly and forwardly 

inclined angle member 25 mounted on a frame includ 
ing uprights 53, 54 and a cross member 55 intercon 
necting the same. The uprights 53, 54 are pivotally con 
nected at their lower ends to an angle member 55, as 
at 56, 57 respectively. The camming member 52 is 
movable between its normally inoperative position, 
FIG. 15, and its operative position, FIG. 11, by a link 
age including interpivoted arms 58, 59 and a hydraulic 
cylinder 60 with its piston 61 pivoted to a bracket 62 
on arm 58. Hydraulic cylinder 60 is pivotally mounted 
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rails 11, 12 or spur line rails 14, 15. Shafts 23 are ro- . 
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atrits lower end to anglc member 55, which in turn is 
fixed to a base member 63. ' 

Thus, upon actuating hydraulic cylinder 60, as by a 
signal receiving solenoid, not shown, camming member 
52 is pivoted from its out of vertical position, FIG. 15, 
to its vertical position, FIG. 11, to thereby align the 
camming member 52 with the camming pin 50 on car 
rier C as the same approaches the juncture point of 
main line 10 and switching section 16. 

It follows that the rotation of the arm 49 as pin 50 
moves along the camming member 52, will rock shaft 
46 so that the linkage is operated to lower the switching 
wheels 32, 32A to their operative position,'see FIGS. 
4, 5. The switching wheel 32A which traverses switch 
ing rail 17 is un?anged so as to cross main rail 11, at 
the juncture point J. The switching wheels 32 are 
?anged in the usual manner and traverse switching rail 
18 which is altogether outwardly disposed relative to 
main line rail 12. 
The proximal portions 17A, 18A of switching rails 

17, 18 are inclined forwardly and upwardly by virtue of 
appropriate incline of the roadbed RB, see FIGS. 2, 
4—7. In FIG. 4, , which shows the position of the carrier 
C when the same is in advance of camming means 51, 
the switching wheels 32, 32A are in their raised, inop 
erative position. In FIG. 5, the carrier C has moved for 
ward sufficiently to actuate the camming means 51, by 
way of camming pin 50 and the switching wheels 32 
and 32A are in their lowered, operative position, but 
the carrier C is still in advance of the rail portions 17A, 
18A. . 

In FIG. 6, the carrier C has its main line wheels 24 
still in engagement with main line rails 11, 12, as in 
FIGS. 4, 5; however, switching wheels 32, 32A are 
close to switching rail portions 17A, 18A, which ramp 
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upwardly, so that asshowri in FIG. 7, the switching ' 
wheels 32, 32A are in engagement with rails 17A, 18A, 
and thereafter, as indicated in FIG. 18, the wheels 32, 
32A are at the upper end of ramped portions 17A, 18A 
of switching rails 17, 18, at which time the carrier C 
and main line wheels 24 have been lifted so that wheels 
24 are clear of main line rails 11,12. 

In FIG. 9, there is indicated the position of the carrier 
C wherein the same is moving over switching rails 17, 
18 via switching wheels 32, 32A at the juncture J. The 
switching rails 17, 17 may besuperelevated as shown 
in FIG. 10, by appropriate arrangement of the roadbed 
RB, to attain maximum efficiency in carrier switching 
operations. 

It will be apparent that the forward movement of car 
rier C is effective with the switching wheels 32, 32A in 
their lowered position, to progressively raise the carrier 
C and its main line wheels 24 so as to disengage wheels 
24 from rails 11, 12, so that the carrier C now moves 
on switching rails 17, 18. The movement of carrier C 
on rails 17, 18 continues until the same is to be shifted 
to the spur line rails 14, 15. 
To this end, the switching wheels 32, 32A muat be 

raised to their inoperative position to thereby lower the 
carrier C and its main line wheels 24, so that wheels 24 
may engage the spur line rails 14, 15. Accordingly, 
there is provided cam means 51A which is located 
along spur line rail 15 and beyond downwardly ramped 
portions 17B, 18B of the switching rails 17, 18. 
Cam means 51A is similar to cam means 51, except 

that when the same is in its vertical, operative position, 
the cam follower pin 50 engages the underside of 
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6 
downwardly inclined angle member 52A, causing the 
linkage to be operated so that siwtching wheels 32, 32A 
are lifted to their inoperative position, see FIG. 13. The 
downwardly ramped portions 17B, 18B of switching 
rails 17, 18 allow the carrier C and its main line wheels 
24 to move downwardly with wheels approaching and 
then engaging the spur line rails 14, 15. 
Means is also provided for retaining the switching 

wheels 32, 32A in either of their two positions, until 
positively actuated by cam means 51 or 51A. To this 
end, an arm 65 is ?xed to one end thereofto rocker 
shaft 46, the other end being pivotally connected be 
tween a pair of toggle plates 66, as at 67. The toggle 
plates 66 are formed with enlarged openings 68 to 
freely pass shaft 46. 
A spring 69 has one end thereof ?xed between toggle 

plates 66, as at 70, which point is in line with pivot axis 
67. The other end of spring 69 is anchored to a frame 
member portion 71 of platform 20. It will be apparent 
that the spring 69 is effective in either of its positions, 
FIGS. 19, 21, to maintain the linkage carrying the 
switching wheels 32, 32A in the cammed lower or 
upper positions, until the cam follower pin 50 positively 
actuates the linkage in response to the action of cam 
means 51 or 51A. 

The carrier C may have its main line wheels 24A pro-, 
vided with rubber tires; in which case, the main line 
rails 11, 12 are replaced by a channel shaped track 75, 
FIG. 23. Track 75 comprises a horizontal web portion 
76 and upstanding side edge ?anges 77, which directs 
the forward movement of the carrier on said track 75. 
The carrier C includes the switching wheels 32, 32A 

as described above; which operate in the same manner 
as hereinbefore described, when the carrier is switched 
to switching rails 17, 18. The rails 17 passes through 
cuts 79, 80 in track flanges 77; said rail 17 being 
colevel with the upper portion of web 76. 
The switching system of the instant invention is appli 

cable to other track arrangements, as shown in FIGS. 
24, 25. Thus, as shown in FIG. 24, the switching section 
16 extends from one point in main line 10 and rejoins 
the main line 10 at another point. Cam means 51 and 
ramp'ed switching rail portions 17A, 18A of rails l7, 
18, allows a carrier C to be switched from main line 10 
to switching section 16, as previously described. The 
distal end of switching section 16, including down 
wardly ramped portions 17B, 18B of switching rails 17, 
18,,permits the carrier C to again proceed on main rails 
11, 12; cam means 51A raising the switching wheels 32, 
32A to their inoperative position, as previously de 
scribed. 

Alternatively, the carrier C may be switched from 
main line 10 to the switching section 16 and thence to 
the spur line 13, via rails 14, 15, thereof, as previously 
described. However, in such case, cam means 513, sim' 
ilar to cam means 51, and located in advance of the‘ 
proximal portions of spur lines rails 14, 15, is used'to 
raise the switching wheels 32, 32A to their inoperative 
position thus allowing main line wheels 24 to progres 
sively approach and engage upwardly and forwardly 
ramped rail portions 14A, 15A of' spur line rails 14, 15. 

Also, as shown in FIG. 25, the switching rails 17, 18 
extend from main line 10 and rejoin the same at an ad 
vanced point, utilizing the ramped portions 17A, 18A 
of switching rails 17, 18 at the proximal end thereof; 
and the ramped portions 17B, 188 at the distal end 
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thereof; together with cam means 51, 51A, all as previ 
ously described. 

It is understood that the inertia of the propelled car 
rier C is sufficient to continue the movement of the car 
rier over switching section 16, the carrier being posi 
tively propelled again when the same moves over spur 
line 13, by way of driven main line wheels 24. However, 
switching wheels 32, 32A may be positively driven, by 
suitable motor means, not shown, particularly when the 
switching section 16 over which carrier C is to travel, 
is of substantial length. 

I claim: . 

l. A transportation system including main line rails 
and switching rails substantially colevel throughout the 
length thereof with said main line rails, said switching 
rails including an initial portion parallel to the main line 
rails, carriers movable over said rails, means for propel 
ling said carriers, switching means for moving said car 
riers between said main line rails and said switching 
rails, said switching means comprising main line wheels 
mounted on said carrier for engagement with said main 
line rails, switching wheels mounted on said carrier for 
vertical movement between a raised inoperative posi 
tion and a lowered operative position, said switching 
wheels in the lowered position thereof having the rail 
engaging portion thereof below the rail engaging por 
tion of said main line wheels, and means operative to 
move said switching wheels to their lowered operative 
position for engagement with said switching rails with 
a conjoint vertical lift of said carrier and disengage 
ment of said main line wheels from said main line rails, 
said switching rails including a proximal ramp portion 
forwardly and upwardly inclined to provide a ramp for 
engagement by said switching wheels upon continued 
forward movement of said carrier whereby the forward 
movement of said carrier facilitates the lifting thereof. 

2. A system as in claim 1 and further including means 
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8 
for actuating said switching wheels moving means in 
advance of the proximal ends of said switching rails. 

3. A system as in claim 1 wherein said switching rails 
includes a distal portion forwardly and downwardly in 
clined to provide a ramp for downward and forward 
movement of said carrier. 

4. A system as in claim 1 and further including means 
for maintaining said switching wheels selectively in 
their raised and lowered positions. 

5. A system as in claim I wherein said switching rails 
are located outwardly of the respective main line rails. 

6. A system as in claim 5, wherein the outermost of 
said switching rails is superelevated relative to the in 
nermost of said switching rails. _ 

7. A system as in claim 1, and further including spur 
line rails having a spacing equal to that of said main line 
rails, the proximal end portion of said spur line rails 
being between and in overlapping relation to the distal 
end portion of said switching rails, the distal end por 
tion of the switching rails being forwardly and down 
wardly inclined to provide-a ramp for downward and 
forward movement of said carrier whereby said main 
line wheels thereof engage said spur line rails. 

8. A system as in claim 7, and further including 
means located along said spur line rails and beyond the 
terminal distal end of said switching rails for actuating 
said switching wheel moving means to raise said switch 
ing wheels to their inoperative position. 

9. A system as in claim 1 wherein said switching 
wheels are located outwardly of said main line wheels, 
and said switching wheel moving means comprises link 
age means including interpivoted arm members for 
mounting said switching wheels and toggle means inter 
connecting said arm members and rotatable to shift 
said switching wheels between raised and lowered posi 
tions thereof. 

* * >l< * * 


